A     L OND O N    YEAR
smart crowd waits, therefore, in the warm sunshine
at the closed gates, sitting on the pediment of the
rails watching the ancient warriors in the gardens
behind : old scarlet-coated men who smoke their
pipes as they recall battles long ago or—wonder
about the winner of the three-thirty ! A gardener
walks behind an enthusiastic motor lawn-mower ;
each revolution of the scythes sends up a warm
scent-cloud of cut grass.
I produce a yellow judge's ticket, the crowd
behind the gates looks on enviously ; and I go in
under a cool avenue of fresh leaves.
Royalty has the same effect on an exhibition that
the divisional general had on a battalion during
the War.   People feverishly polish objects with an
eye on the corner;   men come up and whisper
mysteriously ;  the air is thrilling with expectancy.
I walk on-between lines of tents through whose
triangular flaps are seen the most lovely flowers
in the world.   I pause to watch a man dust the
nose of a stone Cupid.   I walk round a gorgeous
little Italian paradiso, marvelling at the beauty an
expert gardener can pull out of crazy pavement,
tiny rock-plants and half a bathful of water.   As I
bend down to admire the Lilliputian world which
grows between the cracks and in the crevices, a
deep voice says, * May, I want you to look at this !5
The King !   He is standing at my elbow !   I
raise my hat and retire in good order.   The King
raises his shining silk hat.   I notice that he is
wearing striped morning trousers creased down the
sides, as King Edward often wore them.   There is
a large white flower in his coat and he carries an
umbrella hooked over his arm.   He points out a
flower to the Queen, his hand in a light tan glove.
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